Yes, this is a projector!

Live your best life with
your new home on wheels
Off-grid, Stylish & User-friendly
contact@bemyvan.com
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2769 N Lamb Boulevard, 89115 Las Vegas

« For the
love of the
outdoors! »

Who are we?
Bemyvan is a French innovative van building company based in Las
Vegas, specialized in converting vans into homes on wheels. Founded
by three friends and business partners from France, our goal is to
create modern-design and functional camper vans for outdoor
enthusiasts, to travel and live off-grid. Our vans are designed to make
outdoor living friendly and accessible, regardless of the end user’s
vanlife experience.
Built and designed with the luxury of a house, we ensure our
comfortable B-Vans make our clients’ travels feel safe and easy.

Vanlife is the
new trend.
Recent news coverage, the pandemic, and rising rent costs across
America have led to a surge in interest in converted vans.

Increase of

Make

120%

$285

Camper van market has expanded
drastically in the past few years. We
are seeing unprecedented demand
for our products, with an increase of
120% in sales over the past year.

/ sales

More than

More than

/ every night

61M

/ US travelers

10M

Rental companies are investing in
converted vans to satisfy the high
demand in the market. Others are
offering their van for rent as an
additional source of income on
marketplaces like Outdoorsy and
Airbnb.

Vanlife is growing in popularity for
getaways and vacations. Owning or
renting a camper van, in comparison
to other modes of travel, offers a
more personalized experience with
greater freedom.

The vanlife movement has taken off
on social media since the pandemic.
With over 10 million #vanlife posts on
Instagram (an increase of 445%
since 2017), this alternative lifestyle
has become the new trend.

/ @vanlife
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Making the outdoor life
accessible for everyone
OFF-grid!

Easy to drive

Unique designs

User-friendly

All season

And also, we can provide some super cool adventure gears!

Equipped to be
off-the-grid!
Our camper vans offer an experience; a
way to travel, a place to stay, a way to
immerse yourself in the outdoors. They are
fully autonomous, feature rich, and they
provide an environment for comfort in the
wild.
« …the electrical system is great. I’m glad I opted for the
500Ah battery bank. With the solar array using my laptop
and phone at night for a week plus is no problem… »
Terry 54 YO
Customer

I spent 2 days here without plugging in!

As easy to
drive as a car!
Converted vans offer a great option for
travel for those not used to maneuvring a
large motorhome like vehicle. Automatic
transmission, short bodied, tall enough to
stand in; simplicity for clients with ample
amenities.
« … The Ram Promaster is a great van. It really feels like
home, but I’m still able to parallel park :P. »
Carol 45 YO
Customer

Yes, I’m less than 20 feet!

Make your
design unique!
Our handcrafted style is inspired from
Parisian interior decor. We work hand-inhand with our clients to create the layout,
design, and color that suit their wants and
needs. A catalogue of features can be
chosen from to fulfill our clients’ project.
« Bemyvan spent hours with me, taking the time to hear
my project and share their professional advise. In addition
to proposing palettes, Paul was able to help me choose
the design that fit my style! Great experience! »
Shannon 43 YO
Customer

Designed to fit your lifestyle!

How does this work…? Scan the QR code inside of the
van to access our guide book!

User-friendly
utilisation!
We build our vans in a way that is simple to
understand and use. The front of the van is
simple to operate and drive, while the back
feels as comfortable and intuitive as an
apartment. Electrical, plumbing, and
cooking systems are high quality brands
and perform as if the client was in their own
house.
« The kitchen set up is as nice as the one I have at my
apartment. I’ve really enjoyed the functionality and
simplicity of the van overall! »
Tracy 32 YO
Customer

I can run my AC unit on my batteries!

Ready for
summer and
winter!

… obviously I'm fully insulated!

All conditions and climates, all explorers
and clients - these vans are built tough.
They have heat; they have air conditioning.
Rain, snow or sun, they provide an
enjoyable home-base for sporting, leisurely
adventures, and full-time living.
« I’ve been taking it to Tahoe for boarding this past winter.
I’ve been blow away with how warm and comfortable my
van stays during the winter months! »
Robert 36 YO
Customer

… and yes, I can run my heater 24 hours a day!!

Based on a Dodge Promaster*
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Three designs
to build upon
That one has an indoor shower!

Starts at $51,000

Versatile and compact!

Starts at $42,000

Perfect for the digitally connected!

Starts at $45,000

B-Home

B-Adventure

B-Digital

This all-in-one build will make outdoor living
simple as can be! Furnished with an indoor
shower, a spacious dining area.

Ideal for weekend warriors, this layout takes full
advantage of a compact van to easily park
anywhere.

Thoughtfully designed by and for digital
nomads, our B-Digital provides a dedicated
workspace.

B-Home
Build starts at $51,000

The Home style offers a dedicated bedroom at the rear
of the van, with a full-size mattress for a good night's
sleep. This layout also provides space in the living room,
with two face-to-face chairs accompanied by an
adjustable table for dining and indoor activities, as well
as an indoor shower.
Based on a Promaster 3500 High Roof EXT 159 WB

Take a hot shower anywhere!

B-Adventure
Build starts at $42,000

Ideal for weekend warriors, the Adventure style is
designed for a smaller vehicle with an outdoor
shower exclusively. Benefit from the versatility of a
smaller van while gaining more living space for
indoor activities and storage.

Yes, I can run my heater 24/24!!

Based on a Promaster 2500 High Roof 159 WB

Converts into a bed within seconds!

… obviously I'm fully insulated!

… and yes I can run my AC unit on my batteries!

B-Digital
Build starts at $45,000

Some users need a dedicated workspace and special
equipment for their remote activity. The Digital style
comes with a computer desk, a monitor mounted to
an adjustable arm, and an Internet booster to
increase cell and Internet connection.
Based on a Promaster 2500 High Roof 159 WB

Need a real desk for work or gaming?
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A look inside of
Bemyvan!
Our design components and parts are built in-house by our
passionate team of workers!
Professional electrical systems, plumbing and water tank
setups, all installed and invisible to the end user.

This is Mike, our head electrician!

Say hi to Eli!

We use the
lightest and
most durable
materials for our
construction!
All our materials are chosen to
optimize the weight of the vehicles.
Thanks to our engineers, our designs
distribute the build load perfectly for
safety and comfort!

A perfect finish even where it is not visible!

High quality
finishes for a clean
look!
Professional carpenters and
cabinetmakers produce all of the
furniture and cabinets in-house. High
standards and long-lasting materials
are essential in building a living space
that can withstand life on the road.
We guarantee precision and
craftsmanship in all of our builds.

High quality
requires high
precision CNC
machines!
In our time of building hundreds of
converted vans, we have invested in
state of the art tools and refined our
techniques. This experience and
machinery allow us to have the
precision and speed of production
required to satisfy our customers.

Meet Antoine, the head carpenter inspecting the work on the CNC!

Fully insulated
with ecological
materials!
All of our insulation products are
selected to be as eco-friendly as
possible to provide you with the
healthiest on-road experience
possible. The Havelock wool we use
provides thermal insulation in addition
to sound-proofing benefits. This
protection also prevents excess
moisture or humidity.

Healthy & high-performance insulation !

A dedicated and growing team!

President

CEO

CPO

CMO

Sales Manager

Carpenter Manager

Carpenter Manager

Carpenter

Electrical Manager

Electrician

Web Developer

Web Developer

Paul

Benoit

Antoine

Cecile

Carpenter

Carpenter

Carpenter

Carpenter

Eli

Devan

Aiden

Jacob

Don

Michael

Thibault

Roger

Aaron

Alexis

Ivan

Tim

Today I was snowboarding, but tomorrow I will go surfing!
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A few short
stories!
Hear from our satisfied customers, how some of our builds are
used, and how our builds are making waves in the market.

Join the B-Van family!
« A week in and I am overjoyed with our

« The van performed flawlessly which made

« From start to finish, this was a first class

decision to get our Class B from Bemyvan!

our 7-hour journey nothing but convenient

experience!! The seats are comfortable,

Benoit has been alongside us the whole

and enjoyable. We traveled with our 1 year old

plenty of room and the van responds nicely!

way--from talking through options, to pick

child and it fit the three us along with our

Cooking — Amazing! The induction stove top

up, to offering support now that we're back

belongings very comfortably. The storage

was perfect and quick! The water gets hot so

home. Our van is super cute, but beyond that,

space is ABUNDANT. The sleeping conditions

quickly making clean up a breeze.

it is so functional! The ventilation is expertly

were also top-notch. The table that converts

designed and the bed is a luxury! I have felt

to an additional bed was perfect for our girl

so comfortable--in terms of safety, security,

or a mid-day rest. »

and creature comforts--in our van. I will be
singing Bemyvan’s praises forever :) »

Rachel & Jon

Fallon & Justin

Sleeping— Waaaay more comfy than I could
have imagined. We had plenty of room and
slept like a log! We loved our stay and can’t
wait to go again. »

Jamie

« Everything about this trip was as smooth as

« Bemyvan has some amazing builds!

« We camped in the Nevada desert where

possible. We were walked through all the

Beautiful craftsmanship and a great group of

temperatures dropped to 35 degrees at night

features of the van, which were extensive. The

people, I was convinced and bought a van for

and although a portable heater was

water tank lasted for several days of washing

myself and my husband.

provided, there was no need for us to use it

dishes etc. The MPG was surprisingly high for
the size of the van. You won’t go wrong with
booking this beauty! »

Laura

The van is well built, brand new, and is such a
joy to drive and sleep in. Thank you guys so
much for working with us and for being so
understanding and helpful with all of our
questions. »

because the van was insulated enough to
keep the chill out. We brought one additional
blanket/sleeping bag just in case but ended
up giving it to our dog to make her bed
comfier. I highly recommend Bemyvan, it was
an awesome experience! »

Brittany
Penny

Travel and wake up to ever-changing landscapes
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Want to buy a
B-Van?
Understand the process of purchasing a van with us.
From ordering, to the design process, to life on the road!

Looking at our
build process, it's
very simple!

Step 3: Choose your design
Once we receive your deposit, we work together for the next two
weeks to decide on the interior and exterior design of your van.
>> Receive the design of your build, with the selected colors and
materials.
>> Get your build started. 60% of the total payment required.
DESIGN + 60% TOTAL PAYMENT

Step 1: Select your vehicle
We build on the RAM Promaster 2500 and 3500 EXT. You can come
directly with your van, or we can help you purchase the perfect one
thanks to our partners. New or used (price between $39,000 to
$51,000).

Step 4: We build your B-Van
Our team of expert craftsmen will take care of the build within 10 to
12 weeks. We will communicate the exact delivery date two weeks
prior the end of the build.

Step 2: Define your project
How do you imagine your dream vehicle? What would you use it for?
Let’s lay all cards on the table. Tell us your project, we put it down on
paper.
>> Receive an estimate of the build, with the selected layout and

>> You will receive pictures of the progress made every week.
>> Book the delivery date. Pay the final 40% of the total payment a
month before the end of the build.
BUILD + 40% TOTAL PAYMENT

features.

Step 5: Delivery day!

>> Book your build timeline, with a $2,000 refundable deposit.

Your B-Van is ready to roll! We highly recommend you to come pick

ESTIMATE $2,000 DEPOSIT (REFUNDABLE)

it up at our warehouse, so we can guide you step by step into the
use of your new home on wheels. We can also deliver the van with
an additional cost.

Check out our
Virtual Builder
Explore our selection of features and customizations,
create your wishlist and receive an estimate!

Build your virtual van!
Don’t worry! It’s just an estimate :)

You can select the layout and choose from our selection of features! Have fun :)

There is no place
like home… on wheels!
Thanks for hearing our story. Bemyvan is a team of passionate experts who believe that every house should
be on wheels. We design custom houses for outdoor living.
contact@bemyvan.com
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